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A Note from the Artistic Director

I personally believe that Shakespeare was and is the world’s greatest storyteller of the human experience. 
I also believe that his plays continue to resonate with audiences today because, despite an ever-changing 
world, the story of our human condition remains the same. Regardless of the century we live in, the 
language we speak, the gods we worship, or the hierarchical space we inhabit, the one thing we all have in 
common is our humanity, our very human nature.

With this in mind, we ask our young artists to consider the question: “Why this play now?” What can King 
Lear, a 400-year-old work based on the legend of an ancient king of Britain possibly say to a modern 
audience? What is the play really about? Is it about the destruction of an empire at the hands of an aging 
ruler; a man who abuses his power, loses touch with reality, and falls prey to a world that has grown more 
mistrustful, violent, and lacking in empathy by his example? If so, would that play hold any resonance 
with our present moment? Or, is Lear essentially a family drama about the psychological influences of 
shame on the relationship between parent and child; the story of a father and daughter who are ultimately 
“saved” by learning to “forget and forgive?” Would a play about the power of love and forgiveness be 
something we could use right about now? Or, is Lear about how men of all ages can only come to 
understand and “see how this world goes” by learning to “feel what wretches feel?” Could a play that 
challenges us to experience empathy provide a valuable message for our current time? 

It seems that King Lear might be about all of these things, and more. It challenges all of us to “See better,” 
to confront our very human nature, and in doing so, to achieve a greater understanding of ourselves, each 
other, and our present moment. And for me, this idea of seeing better is where this play, this reading, this 
multi-generational ensemble of artists, and the mission of CYS seem to converge. If an actor’s job is to, as 
Hamlet puts it, “hold…the mirror up to nature,” then actors must learn to be keen observers of the human 
condition, or in other words, they must learn to “see better” in order to portray a character’s humanity 
with truth and empathy. It would follow then that, if acting is the study of human behavior, the plays of 
William Shakespeare may be the actor’s greatest resource; and, if theatre is supposed to speak to our 
present moment while simultaneously catalyzing empathy for our shared human experience, then King 
Lear may actually be the play of our time. So whether you are a GenZ or a Baby-Boomer, an artistic 
director or an accountant, an actor on the stage or a member of the audience, King Lear has something to 
say to us all. 
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